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The U.S. Department of Justice has

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE FINALLY OPENS
INVESTIGATION INTO SALE
OF BABY BODY PARTS

officially opened an investigation
into Planned Parenthood’s practice of
harvesting and selling baby body parts.
A year ago, in December 2016, the
Senate Judiciary Committee completed
its own investigation and forwarded
a report to the Department of Justice
with a recommendation to prosecute
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America (PPFA) and several of its
regional affiliates, as well as the tissue
procurement companies who bought
and sold the fetal parts. Now the
Department of Justice has sent a letter
requesting the unredacted documents
used by the Judiciary Committee,
citing an ongoing investigation.
Since the Center for Medical Progress began
releasing its investigative footage in July 2015,
Planned Parenthood has repeatedly denied
any wrongdoing. While multiple state and
federal agencies opened investigations,
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CASES TO WATCH
GENERAL RECAP & UPDATE OF CURRENT CASES
ZNS (Calif.)—Sixty-eight-year-

November 17. Discovery on the

California v. Daleiden et al.

civil action on Diss’ behalf,

old woman was admitted to a

federal claims is proceeding

(Calif.)—California Attorney

seeking monetary damages as

Los Angeles hospital with heart

while the appeal is pending.

General Xavier Becerra

well as reinstatement in his

trouble. Her son, a Catholic

Daleiden and CMP filed a

charged Daleiden and his

teaching position. In November,

priest, is now being strongly

motion to disqualify Judge

Center for Medical Progress

the district court granted

pressured to replace her

William Orrick from hearing

colleague Sandra Merritt

summary judgment against

medications with morphine to

the case, citing his ties to

with fourteen counts of

Diss. That ruling is on appeal

alleviate her “suffering” and

Planned Parenthood, but the

eavesdropping and one count

to the Ninth Circuit.

provide her with a “peaceful

motion was denied and the

of conspiracy to eavesdrop.

death.” The patient has told

decision is on appeal.

California’s eavesdropping

her family and the doctors that

NAF v. Daleiden and
CMP (Calif.)—National

statute exempts conversations

Planned Parenthood v.
MMB Properties (Kissimmee,

she is not suffering and that
she does not want her life to be
cut short. Life Legal is working
with several pro-life physicians
to ensure that her condition is
properly assessed and that she
receives appropriate treatment.

Planned Parenthood v.
Daleiden et al. (Calif.)—In

Abortion Federation (NAF)
sued Daleiden to prevent
release of the recordings and
information he obtained at
NAF meetings on the grounds
that he is a “racketeer” who
“committed fraud,” “snuck into”

that can be overheard by
others. The conversations for
which Daleiden and Merritt
are being charged occurred
either in restaurants or in the
exhibit hall at a hotel in the
midst of a large conference.

Fla.)—Planned Parenthood
purchased and occupied the
property in Kissimmee in April
of 2014. When it became clear
that the office was going to
become an abortion clinic, a
cardiology practice which also
had an office at Oak Commons
sued to enforce the restrictive

their meetings, “stole” NAF

Diss v. Portland Public
Schools (Ore.)—Civil

January 2016, Planned

information, and repelled

complaint for unlawful

Parenthood Federation

them with his constant

termination and religious

of America and several PP

questions about buying fetal

discrimination. Bill Diss, a

lost when the Fifth District

affiliates sued David Daleiden

tissue. In March, the district

teacher at a Portland, Oregon

Court of Appeals for the

and several of his fellow

court’s ruling granting NAF

high school, had his teaching

State of Florida upheld a trial

investigators for the express

a preliminary injunction was

contract terminated following

court preliminary ruling that

covenant that forbade
“outpatient surgical centers” at
the site. Planned Parenthood

purpose of punishing them

affirmed by the Ninth Circuit.

his request for a religious

prohibited the abortion giant

for their investigative work,

Life Legal filed a petition for

accommodation to excuse

from running a baby-killing

claiming over $10 million

certiorari to the United States

his participation in a school

mill at its office in Kissimmee.

in actual damages, Planned

Supreme Court. The Court

program administered by

Planned Parenthood appealed

Parenthood is also seeking

has requested additional

Planned Parenthood. Following

the decision by the Fifth

treble damages for alleged

briefing on the issues from

his request for accommodation,

District Court of Appeals to

NAF, which indicates that

Diss was subjected to

the Florida Supreme Court.

they may consider the case for

harassment and retaliation

Oral arguments heard August

“racketeering” (RICO) as well
as punitive damages and
attorney fees. The abortion

review. Meanwhile, NAF was

by school administrators

31, 2016. On February 23, the

giant is represented by one

awarded contempt sanctions

throughout the school year,

Court dissolved the temporary

of the largest law firms in the

against CMP and Daleiden

which culminated in the

restraining order, but agreed

United States. Daleiden and

based on Daleiden’s criminal

termination of his employment.

with the lower court’s

his co-defendants’ motions

defense attorneys’ release of

Life Legal filed employment

construction of the terms of

to dismiss and anti-SLAPP

NAF videos to the public. The

discrimination complaints with

the covenant. The case returns

motions were denied. They

sanctions will be reversed if

the Oregon Bureau of Labor

to the trial court for permanent

have appealed the denial of

the preliminary injunction

and Industries and the Equal

injunction proceedings

the anti-SLAPP motions to

is found to be invalid by the

Employment Opportunity

consistent with the Supreme

the Ninth Circuit, and oral

Supreme Court or on remand

Commission. In September

Court’s opinion.

arguments were heard on

to a lower court.

2014, Life Legal also filed a
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Ahn v. Hestrin

the women returned to the

of two medical employees

for research. Congress is also

(Calif.)—Proponents of

hospital to receive nutrition.

for taking part in pro-life

investigating University of

physician-assisted suicide,

One was starved for ten days

activities after work hours.

New Mexico and the abortion

unsuccessful for twenty

and the other for thirty-four

Trial back on track after

mill for suspected violations

years in passing legislation

days. Just weeks later, both

Plaintiffs granted a relief from

of federal law prohibiting the

during regular sessions, took

women started talking and

stay after employer filed for

sale of fetal tissue.

advantage of an abbreviated

walking, and both are well on

bankruptcy.

review process in an

their way to a full recovery.

extraordinary legislative

MH’s court-appointed

session, called to address

guardian continues to seek the

Medi-Cal funding shortfalls

involvement of the very family

to advance their agenda.

members who sought to put

California Governor Jerry

her to death. On May 11, 2017,

Brown signed the bill, making

the judge ruled that MH no

California the fourth state,

longer needed a guardian. She

and by far the largest state,

is consulting with attorneys to

to decriminalize physician-

evaluate a malpractice action

assisted suicide, permitting

against the hospital/hospice.

physicians to prescribe lethal

Life Legal continues our

Masterpiece Cakeshop
v. Colorado Civil Rights
Commission (Colo.)—The

challenge to California’s

Masterpiece case involves a

brain death statute in federal

baker who was asked to create

court. The statute does not

a cake for the wedding of a

provide due process for family

same-sex couple. The baker,

members who seek a second

Jack Phillips, said he could not

opinion after their loved one

use his artistic talents to give

Stinson/Fonseca (Calif.)—

has suffered a serious brain

approval to a marriage that

injury. The lawsuit was filed

violated his religious beliefs.

on behalf of the parents of

In response, the Colorado

Israel Stinson,

drugs (so-called “aid-in-dying
drugs”) to individuals believed
to have a terminal disease.
Life Legal filed a challenge in
June 2016 on behalf of doctors
asserting the constitutional
rights of their sick and
vulnerable patients to the full
protection of the law enjoyed

Father Stephen Imbarrato arrested during Red Rose Rescue

16, 2017, Judge Daniel Ottolia

People v. Imbarrato, et al.

denied California Attorney

(Washington, D.C.)—Criminal
charges resulting from Red
Rose Rescue.

General Xavier Becerra’s
motion to dismiss the lawsuit.
We are currently in discovery
and a trial date has been set for
September 2018.

whose two-

said Phillips’ religious beliefs

year-old son

were illegal and prohibited

was declared

him from designing any

brain dead by

wedding cakes, which resulted

a California

in the loss of 40% of his

hospital

business. The Commission

but was

imposed draconian reporting

subsequently

requirements on Phillips,

found to have

by other Californians. On June

Civil Rights Commission

active brain waves, against

forcing him to provide a
detailed account of the reasons

the California Department

for any orders he declines. Life

of Public Health and the

Legal filed a brief in support of

California Attorney General.

the baker because this case is

Israel Stinson died after being

likely to have rapid and lasting

Two Rivers School v. Darnell
et al. (Washington, D.C.)—Pro-

forcibly removed from life

impact on the rights of medical

support in August, 2016. The

professionals to practice their

life advocates protested the

hospital and state then sought

professions consistently with

In re Estate of T.L. and In re
the Matter of M.H. (Penn.

construction of a Planned

to have the case dismissed,

their consciences and the

Parenthood megacenter

claiming the toddler’s death

teachings of their faiths on

rendered the case moot as

issues of life and death—or

and Wis.)—Two very similar

adjacent to a middle school in

cases in different parts of the

Washington, D.C. The school

there were no further damages.

indeed to practice their

country involving women in

district sued and obtained a

Life Legal subsequently sought

professions at all.

their thirties who were placed

preliminary injunction. Life

to be joined as a co-plaintiff.

in hospice care to be starved to

Legal, representing the lead

Case is on appeal to the Ninth

death only days after suffering

plaintiff in the case, appealed

Circuit.

temporary lack of oxygen to

the decision to the D.C. Court

the brain. Neither woman was

of Appeals. The next hearing is

married, but each had a fiancé

scheduled for January 2018.

who called Life Legal for

Mex.)—Lawsuit filed against

local attorneys to obtain a

Passmore v. 21st
Century Oncology (Fla.)—

late-term abortion clinic

restraining order against the

for failure to obtain lawful

escort.

Discriminatory termination

consent to provide baby parts

help. In both cases, Life Legal
attorneys went to court to get

Duran v. Southwestern
Women’s Options (New

Schneider (Ga.)—An abortion
clinic escort repeatedly
harassed a 40 Days for Life
sidewalk advocate. Life
Legal is coordinating with
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CALIFORNIA’S ATTACK ON
PREGNANCY SUPPORT CENTERS
ARRIVES AT THE U.S. SUPREME COURT
R e b e ka h M i l l a rd

Life Legal has filed a friend of the court (“amicus”) brief with
the United States Supreme Court, on behalf of Priests for
Life and the Justice Foundation’s Operation Outcry, in a case
that represents the latest battle in abortion industry’s war
on freedom of speech. Priests for Life supports the work of
pregnancy centers across the nation and Operation Outcry
has collected over 5,000 legally admissible testimonies from
women who have been hurt by abortion.

In 2015, California legislators passed

the State of California, can force pro-life

esteem.” Gonzalez v. Carhart, 550 U.S. 124

the so-called “Reproductive FACT” Act,

organizations to disseminate the State’s

(2007).

which forces pro-life pregnancy support

pro-abortion messaging. This case is on

centers to post notices of the availability of

the cutting edge of the fight to save the

“free” abortion (for medical clinics), and

unborn from death and women from the

mandates a twenty-nine-word “notice” of

lifetime of regret that follows abortion.

non-licensure for non-medical pregnancy

Life Legal argues that the “FACT” Act
unconstitutionally infringes on the First
Amendment rights of pregnancy resource
centers. Our brief focuses on Act’s

Life Legal’s brief gives voice to women

provisions that apply to California’s many

who have chosen abortion and now

non-medical centers—those that provide

The law is a direct result of lobbying by

deeply regret their decision. Post-abortive

practical support such as pregnancy tests,

pro-abortion groups such as Planned

women can experience relentless grief,

peer counseling, social support, maternity

support centers.

Parenthood and the

and baby clothes,

National Abortion

LIFE LEGAL VIEWS THIS CASE AND OUR AMICUS

diapers, and

Federation. Unsatisfied

BRIEF AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO AFFIRM THE RIGHT

education. Under

with nearly unlimited

TO COMMUNICATE THE MESSAGE THAT LIFE IN

taxpayer-funded abortion

THE WOMB IS WORTH PROTECTING AND THAT

in their state, the

ABORTION IS HARMFUL TO WOMEN.

California Legislature
was persuaded to take
aim at pregnancy support

Father Frank Pavone of Priests for Life with Life Legal’s Alexandra Snyder

the Act, nonmedical centers
are required
to post large
disclaimers that
they are “not

centers that offer pregnancy tests, peer

remorse, and depression, in addition to an

licensed as a medical facility by the State

counseling, and a myriad of free services

increased risk of certain types of cancer.

of California and [have] no licensed

and tangible resources to women facing

Even the Supreme Court has recognized

medical provider who provides or directly

unplanned pregnancies.

that “whether to have an abortion requires

supervises the provision of services.”

The first case of its kind to reach the
Supreme Court, NIFLA v. Becerra
addresses whether a government, such as

a difficult and painful moral decision,” and
is “fraught with emotional consequences”
including “severe depression and loss of

This draconian disclosure mandate makes
it virtually impossible for non-medical
centers to advertise their services.
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For example, a center that wanted to run an advertisement reading, “Pregnant?
Let’s Talk. Call 1-800-555-1212” would have to also include the twenty-nine-word
“disclosure,” in the same or larger font size. Centers could not post a notice of their
services anywhere—including billboards, Google, Facebook, Twitter, banner ads, and
even their own websites—unless they also include the disclosure in each of their
county’s “threshold languages.” This means centers in Los Angeles would have to
post the notice in thirteen different languages, including Cantonese, Mandarin, Farsi,
Tagalog, Cambodian and Arabic, in addition to English and Spanish
The pregnancy center’s core message would be drowned out by the sheer volume of
text required by the Act. Moreover, as anyone who has ever run an advertisement
knows, the additional mandated text would make any form of advertising
prohibitively expensive.
The Act’s mandate also creates and perpetuates a stigma on non-medical centers.
These centers do not provide any medical services that would require licensure in
the first place. In fact, there is no license they could obtain that would cover the type
of services they provide.
No other provider of goods and services is subject to a mandate of this kind. No
other provider has to post — in 13 languages no less — to what it is not.
Imagine churches having to post large signs stating that they have no licensed
psychotherapists. Or, imagine food banks having to state in multiple languages on
their websites and social media platforms that they are not licensed to provide
gastroenterological procedures.
California already has regulations to address the unlawful practice of medicine
without a license. Non-medical pregnancy centers that offer over-the-counter,
self-administered pregnancy tests, information about pregnancy options, maternity
clothes, and diapers do not provide any services that could be construed as medical.
Of course, the pro-abortion forces behind this law intentionally made it as difficult
as possible for centers to inform abortion-minded women about their services.
The sole objective of these legislators and lobbyists is to force women into Planned

R E C A P CO N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 3

People v. Monagan (Calif.)—
Abortionist called police and had a
pro-life advocat e arrested as he was
talking with women entering the
abortion facility.

Kline v. Biles (Kan.)—Former Kansas
Attorney General was accused by
Planned Parenthood and pro-abortion
public officials of violating state ethics
rules while investigating Kansas
abortion providers, including notorious
late-term abortionist George Tiller, as
well as others who failed to report
cases of child rape. Kline’s license to
practice law was suspended indefinitely
by the Kansas Supreme Court in 2013—
however, five of the seven justices
had to recuse themselves because
of conflicts. Kline filed a motion in
federal court to challenge what he
calls a void judgment by an “unlawfully
constituted” court. The motion was
dismissed and Kline appealed to the
Tenth Circuit, which affirmed the
lower court’s ruling in July 2017. Kline’s
attorneys plan to appeal the case to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
People v. Handy, et al. (Alexandria,
Va.)—Criminal charges resulting from
Red Rose Rescue.

Parenthood and other facilities that only offer one choice for women facing

McKitty v. Hayani (Canada)—Life

unplanned pregnancy: abortion. The abortion cartel has to undermine, disparage,

Legal is assisting in the Canadian case
of twenty-seven-year-old Taquisha
McKitty, who was declared brain
dead in September, but has since been
exhibiting movements and responses
incompatible with brain failure. We
are waiting for the judge’s ruling
after a five-day trial that centered on
Taquisha’s religious belief that life is
not determined solely on the basis of
neurological criteria.

and denigrate the work of pro-life pregnancy support centers because these centers
represent a growing threat to their bottom line. Never mind that these centers
provide millions of dollars in goods and services annually. Never mind that they
represent the very best of human nature—the sacrificial outpouring of support for
those in need and the joining together to affirm life. Because these values threaten
to take clients — i.e., dollars — away from the abortion mills, the centers must be
silenced.
Life Legal views this case and our amicus brief as an opportunity to affirm the right
to communicate the message that life in the womb is worth protecting and that
abortion is harmful to women.
Life Legal honors those who sacrifice their time, talent, and finances to make sure
that pregnancy support centers are available for women. We stand beside every
pregnancy center, medical and non-medical, that offers support to the woman who
might not otherwise know that she indeed has choices and will have support if she
chooses life for her child.

National Institute of Family and Life
Advocates (NIFLA) v. Becerra (Calif.)—
Life Legal filed amicus brief in support
of pregnancy resources centers. See
article page 4.
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ABORTION: A UNIVERSAL RIGHT OR MODERN
AMERICA’S “PECULIAR INSTITUTION”?
Mary Rose Shor t

Pro-life advocates often note the striking comparisons between our current regime of legal abortion and the
shameful record of legal slavery, the South’s so-called “peculiar institution”, in our country. The recent case of a
pregnant seventeen-year-old in Texas provides another parallel for reflection.

On September 7, 2017, law enforcement
officers apprehended a pregnant minor,
a citizen of a Central American country
where abortion is prohibited, as she tried
to enter the United States unlawfully
and without her parents. As are all
unaccompanied minors entering the
country illegally, “Jane Doe” was detained
in a shelter overseen by the Office of
Refugee Resettlement (ORR), a division
of the federal Department of Health and
Human Services.
There are currently thousands of minor
illegal immigrants in shelters funded
and administered by ORR. Pursuant to
ORR regulations, detained minors are
free to leave a shelter if they either (a)
find a sponsor in the United States who
will safely house them (often a family
member who is a legal resident) or (b)
return to their home country. While
being detained, minors receive medical
care and a legal briefing on their rights,
including access to legal representation.
Detained minors must be accompanied
by shelter staff if they leave the shelter
for medical care or any other reason. If
a minor chooses to remain in the United
States but a sponsor cannot be found, the
minor might be placed in a foster family
or group home until he or she turns
eighteen and leaves ORR’s custody.
A legal battle over the life of Jane Doe’s

child began on October 5, 2017, when the
ACLU filed a motion seeking a temporary
restraining order and a permanent
injunction against all ORR shelters,
asking that they be forced to violate their
own policies in order to release minor
girls, including Jane Doe, for abortions
on demand.
In its court filings, the ACLU noted that
the new ORR director appointed under
the Trump administration had ordered
that shelters “should not be supporting
abortion services pre- or post-release;
only pregnancy services and lifeaffirming options counseling,” that ORR
refused to release Jane Doe to attend preabortion appointments, and that ORR
had said that it would not release her
to have an abortion. Attorneys for Jane
Doe argued that she had a constitutional
right to an abortion facilitated by ORR
and, additionally, that ORR had violated
Jane Doe’s constitutional rights by
taking her to a pregnancy care center
and by notifying her mother in her home
country about her pregnancy.
ORR responded that it was under no
obligation to use staff time or money
to facilitate a “medically unnecessary”
abortion. ORR pointed out that Jane Doe
was free to return to her own country at
any time and that staff members were
working with her to identify potential

sponsors in the United States who might
take custody of her, if she chose to stay.
ORR was not placing an “undue burden”
between Jane Doe and her abortion.
The case wound its way up to the D.C.
Circuit Court of Appeals, which decided
in favor of Jane Doe on October 24 in
an en banc review, headed by Justice
Merrick Garland. The majority decision
paints a sad story of a “child who is alone
in a foreign land . . . who, after her arrival
here in a search for safety and after
the government took her into custody,
learned that she is pregnant . . . then
made a considered decision, presumably
in light of her dire circumstances, to
terminate that pregnancy.” The decision
repeatedly references Jane Doe’s
“constitutional right” to abortion.
D.C. Circuit Judge Karen LeCraft
Henderson wrote a scathing dissent.
She first noted that Jane Doe was two
months pregnant when she entered
ORR custody and that evidence suggests
she knew she was pregnant when she
left her own country. The bulk of her
argument, however, was focused on the
central question of whether Jane Doe, a
minor detained at the border, in fact had
a constitutional right to abortion—an
issue that the U.S. Department of Justice
inexplicably failed to raise in opposing
the ACLU’s lawsuit.
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Justice Henderson recited the numerous

pre-abortion counseling the next day, on

difficult to imagine an alien minor

precedents holding that an individual

the morning of October 25. Shelter staff

anywhere in the world who will not have

apprehended while trying to enter the

transported her to the appointment. Later

a constitutional right to an abortion in this

United States illegally has no standing to

that morning, the ACLU notified ORR

country.” Put another way, under the D.C.

assert rights under the Constitution. She

that, instead of receiving counseling, Jane

Circuit’s opinion, it is difficult to imagine

listed all the rights that the courts have

Doe had undergone an abortion at sixteen

an unborn child anywhere in the world

not granted to illegal immigrants and how

weeks’ gestation.

having a right to life, even in countries

the majority’s decision set the right to
abortion above all the others:

Although Jane Doe’s abortion tragically
ended the life of her son or daughter, it

“If [Jane Doe] can be detained

did not end the lawsuit. In December, the

indefinitely—which she can be—and if she

ACLU represented three more alleged

where that life is protected by law, if the
child’s mother has a “constitutional right”
to kill that child in this country.
It is instructive to consider the result

can be returned to her home country to

when a similar question was presented

prevent her from engaging in disfavored

in the context of slavery. In 1841, the

political speech in this country—which

HAVING A RIGHT TO

Supreme Court heard the case of U.S. v.

into the United States for a decade or

LIFE, EVEN IN COUNTRIES

bound for Cuba. The slaves took control

more, register for the draft, and see her

WHERE THAT LIFE

of the ship and, in their efforts to return

deported with cursory notice—then she

IS PROTECTED BY

ashore in New York by the coast guard.

cannot successfully assert a due process

LAW, IF THE CHILD’S

International parties claimed ownership

MOTHER HAS A

should be punished for their rebellion,

she can be—and if she can be paroled

parents naturalized, only for her still to be

right to an elective abortion.
In concluding otherwise, the Court

Schooner Amistad, involving a slave ship

to Africa, got lost and were brought

of the slaves and argued that the slaves

elevates the right to elective abortion

“CONSTITUTIONAL

during which they killed two men. The

above every other constitutional

RIGHT” TO KILL THAT

recent capture and enslavement, the slaves

entitlement. Freedom of expression,
freedom of association, freedom to keep

CHILD IN THIS COUNTRY.

and bear arms, freedom from warrantless

contrary. . . . These respondents having

authority” of the Congress and the

been born free, and having been recently

Executive, acting in concert, to regulate

imported into Cuba, have a right to be

immigration; but the freedom to terminate

everywhere regarded as free, until some

one’s pregnancy is more fundamental than

law obligatory on them is produced

them all? This is not the law.”

authorizing their enslavement. . . . Neither

Following the D.C. court’s decision on

the law of nature nor the [international]

October 24, ORR notified the ACLU of its

law of nations authorizes the slave-trade.”

intention to file a petition in the Supreme

seventeen-year-olds seeking abortions

Court the following morning, October

while in ORR custody. If left standing, the

25. In response, the ACLU represented

D.C. court’s October 24 decision sets the

that, due to a Texas state law mandating

precedent for future cases alleging that

counseling by the abortionist at least

minor illegal immigrants in government

twenty-four hours before the abortion,

custody have a “constitutional right” to

and, due to the scarcity of abortionists in

abortion. In November, ORR brought

Texas, the earliest Jane Doe could have an

a petition for a writ of certiorari to the

abortion was October 26. Jane Doe had

Supreme Court, seeking to vacate the D.C.

already had pre-abortion counseling in

court’s decision and erase the precedent.

accord with a previous court order, but the

The Court has yet to rule on the petition.

court’s decision, she was scheduled for

laws in defending their freedom. The
[slavery] is not to be presumed, but the

jury, all must yield to the “plenary

in the area. In compliance with the D.C.

were by nature free and had broken no
lawyer for the slaves argued, “Such a law

search, and freedom from trial without

ACLU said that that abortionist was not

Supreme Court ruled that, despite their

In the same way, unborn children
conceived in countries where abortion is
restricted or illegal should be presumed by
nature to have a right to life. The fact that
the mother merely crossed—or attempted
to cross—the border into a country which
does not recognize the unborn child’s
right to life should not rob the child of
that natural right. Our country’s peculiar
institution of abortion on demand “is
not to be presumed, but the contrary.”

Judge Henderson’s dissent concluded,

“Neither the law of nature nor the law of

“Under my colleagues’ decision, it is

nations authorizes” abortion.
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Help Life Legal
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Planned Parenthood continued to proclaim its
innocence. As investigations finished, Planned
Parenthood would add them to its list of
investigations that “have shown that Planned
Parenthood did nothing wrong.” Unsurprisingly,
Planned Parenthood does not mention that, while
so far none of these investigations has ended in a
conviction for selling fetal tissue, most have indeed
turned up evidence of wrongdoing: performing
second-trimester abortions without a license in
Florida, keeping improper records and a lack of
clinic sanitation in North Carolina, improperly
disposing of fetal remains in Ohio, failing to report
statutory rape, etc.
Unfortunately, the attorneys general of liberal
states where the abortion industry was most active
with fetal tissue sales, such as California, declined
to investigate Planned Parenthood. Instead, the
attorney general of California is investigating
David Daleiden and Sandra Merritt for their part in
exposing Planned Parenthood. The attorney general
of Washington State opened an investigation at the
urging of the state legislature, but closed it after only
a few weeks, claiming that the Center for Medical
Progress videos showed no evidence of crimes. Some
states, such as Arizona, still have open investigations.
The House of Representatives also convened a
special panel to investigate Planned Parenthood’s
fetal tissue practices and uncovered even more
evidence of wrongdoing, including violations of
HIPAA by Planned Parenthood clinics eager to
“facilitate” the “donation” of fetal tissue for which
they were paid bounties. The clinics shared patient
information with tissue procurement companies,
enabling them to pinpoint the patients whose babies
they wanted to harvest.
While the Senate and House have no power to
prosecute for crimes, their investigations into
Planned Parenthood’s fetal tissue practices
have uncovered ample evidence to warrant an
investigation by the Department of Justice—which
does have the power to prosecute. This may mark
the beginning of the end for Planned Parenthood.

From left to right: Life Legal Senior Staff Counsel Allison Aranda, Lori Hoye, Attorney
Mike Millen, Walter Hoye, and Life Legal Board Member Terry Thompson.

Rev. Hoye made national news when he was arrested for simply
holding a sign on the sidewalk in front of the facility that read, “God
loves you and your baby. Let us help.”
Even though not a single patient ever filed a complaint and even
though abortion clinic volunteers testified that Rev. Hoye never
threatened them or obstructed access to the facility, the District
Attorney found Hoye’s mere presence to be “unlawful and
intimidating.”
In truth, the facility’s “escorts” regularly bullied Rev. Hoye by
surrounding him with large placards and blaring raucous music to
drown out his message.
Rev. Hoye faced a two-year jail term, but was ultimately sentenced to
thirty days. Although the judge ordered Hoye to stay away from the
Oakland abortion facility, Rev. Hoye, determined to continue his fight
for the lives of unborn children, refused to agree to the order. Life
Legal appealed the conviction and won. We then secured the dismissal
of all charges against Hoye.
Life Legal challenged the constitutionality of the city ordinance under
which Rev. Hoye was charged. That case went to the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, which ruled that Oakland discriminated against Hoye
in its application of the ordinance, holding that the city’s “enforcement
policy is a constitutionally invalid, content-based regulation of speech.”
Family Planning Specialists in Oakland is a member of the National
Abortion Federation, which sued David Daleiden after he exposed the
abortion industry’s trade in the body parts of aborted babies. Life Legal
is defending David Daleiden in two civil cases.

A P U B L I C AT I O N O F T H E L I F E L E G A L D E F E N S E FO U N DAT I O N

DELAWARE PUSH FOR INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED
ASSISTED SUICIDE
We s l ey J . S m i t h

Assisted suicide/euthanasia advocates want a very broad and easy latitude to have death by overdose
or lethal jab.
They hide this truth behind blithe assurances of strict protections
and feigned desires to limit assisted suicide to the very few as a
“safety valve.” They say it will always be limited to the competent.
But sometimes, they let that cat out of the bag before legalization.
Such is the case in Delaware where the sponsor of that state’s
assisted suicide legalization bill has amended the proposal

“understand” that they are receiving a poison prescription?
It doesn’t even require approval of a guardian, as would corrective
surgery or treatment to cure or palliate. Good grief!
Assisted suicide corrupts everything it touches. For those with
eyes to see, let them see.

to include the terminally ill ”intellectually disabled,” who by
definition, will often not be able to fully comprehend the nature
of what is being discussed.
First, note the definition of “intellectual disability,” standard in

1 https://legiscan.com/DE/bill/HB160/2017
2 https://legiscan.com/DE/text/HB160/2017House Bill 160

the field. From Amendment 2 to House Bill 160[2]:
“Intellectual disability” means a disability, that originated before
the age of 18, characterized by significant limitations in both
intellectual functioning and in adaptive behavior, which covers
many everyday social and practical skills.”

[Wesley J. Smith is a senior fellow at the Discovery Institute’s Center on
Human Exceptionalism and a consultant to the Patients Rights Council. His
most recent book is Culture of Death: The Age of “Do Harm”; Medicine. This
article was originally published January 22, 2018, on National Review Online
and is re-printed here with the kind permission of the author.]

This means disabled people with significant intellectual
impairments. They could be eligible for assisted suicide if a social
worker says they understand (my emphasis):

[VICTORY! After being flooded with calls and emails in opposition to the
bill, Delaware legislators decided to shelve the assisted suicide bill for the

If the patient has a documented intellectual disability,

time being! The legislatures may take up the bill again as early as March

the attending physican shall refer the patient to a licensed

5, so please continue to urge Delaware representatives to vote NO on HB

clinical social worker who shall ensure that the patient

160.—Ed.]

fully understands the information provided pursuant to
§2504B(3).
No medication to end a patient’s life in a humane and dignified
manner may be prescribed unless the licensed clinical social
worker has confirmed in writing to the attending physician that
the patient understands the information provided pursuant to
§2504B(3).”
These are people who can’t legally enter contracts! They can’t
control where they live! They can’t make their own medical
decisions! They also can’t vote, pursuant to the Delaware
Constitution!
No person adjudged mentally incompetent . . . or incapacitated
under the provisions of this Constitution from voting, shall
enjoy the right of an elector. DEL. CONST. art. 5, §2.
Yet, if they have a terminal illness, they are going to be
able to commit assisted suicide if a social worker—who may
be ideologically predisposed in favor—confirms that they

These are people who can’t legally enter

contracts!
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THE DEADLY LEGACY
OF EUGENICS
We s l ey J . S m i t h

We’ve seen it happen: A new assault on the sanctity of human life appears—say, infanticide being promoted in a
major bioethics journal, or officials in Iceland bragging that no children with Down syndrome are born there, thanks
to prenatal genetic screening—and some horrified opponents respond in horror, “That’s what the Nazis did!” It’s an
easy accusation to wield, but rarely a wise one. Often, these proposals and policies have little to do with the crimes
of Hitler and his minions—and a great deal to do with the eugenicist movement that preceded them.

Take the euthanasia killings of people
with disabilities in the Netherlands,
Belgium, and Canada. Certain analogies
to Nazi horrors spring to mind: German
doctors killed disabled babies between
1939 and 1945—as is happening today
in the Netherlands, despite being
technically illegal. And German doctors
terminated disabled adults in hospitals.
In the latter example, however, there are
some crucial differences. Unlike legal
voluntary euthanasia of disabled people
in Belgium, the Netherlands, and Canada,
the disabled victims of the Nazis were

part of mass killing experiments at the
start of the Holocaust. And since people
who are accused of Nazi thinking don’t
appear threatening—they don’t wear “SS”
insignia on tailored black leather coats or
boast funny mustaches, and they haven’t
swallowed the poisonous ideology of
fascism—the Nazi epithet is more likely
to undermine the accuser’s credibility
than persuade his audience.
So, what are we supposed to do, Wesley?
Ignore history? Not at all. In fact, I think
a more apt thought connection to the

culture-of-death practices and proposals
of today can be made to the invidious
beliefs that animated eugenics—a
movement still disdained by most people.
This analogy is less likely to be rejected
out of hand.
Here’s an example. Many people believe
that German crimes in the medical
context were Hitler’s idea, or were purely
a product of Nazi ideology. Not true. The
doctors who committed these crimes had
embraced the eugenicist ideology that
views some lives as of lower “quality”

A P U B L I C AT I O N O F T H E L I F E L E G A L D E F E N S E FO U N DAT I O N

and, hence, lower value than others. The

the developmentally disabled as

era is also analogous to culture-of-death

support among German medical, legal, and

“idiots,” nor do most go as far as

arguments made today. From around the

academic intelligentsia for euthanasia and

Hoche and Binding did in calling for

1910s through the end of World War II,

terminating the disabled long predated

non-voluntary killing. However, the

eugenicists promoted not only involuntary

Hitler’s rise to power.

economic cost of caring for those

sterilization of the so-called “unfit,” but

labeled as having a low quality of life

also infanticide of disabled babies (which

is frequently noted by euthanasia

was not carried out beyond Germany).

advocates and asserted as grounds

Helen Keller, of all people, argued that

for healthcare rationing and the

killing disabled children was merely

withdrawal of wanted life support.

the “weeding of the human garden,”

Medical historian Robert Jay Lifton has
identified the 1920 book Permitting the
Destruction of Life Not Worthy of Life (Die
Freigabe der Vernichtung Lebensunwerten
Lebens), written by law professor Karl

apparently believing that she would be

Binding and physician Alfred Hoche, as

spared because her significant disabilities

“the crucial work” promoting the agenda

were not congenital. The eugenicist and

of death. Permitting the Destruction of

social Darwinist Margaret Sanger also

Life profoundly influenced the values of

used the “weeds” metaphor to support

the general public and the ethics of the

the infanticide of “human waste.” Such

German medical and legal communities—

denigrating terms are not deployed today,

to the point that a 1925 poll of the parents

but how are those views different from

of disabled children reported that 74

the public policies that support aborting

percent of them would agree to the

fetuses with Down syndrome and other

painless killing of their own children!

genetic conditions?

The book is a truly chilling read, not only

Once again, we are in a time of pronounced

because of its crass advocacy for killing
the defenseless, but also because of the

danger for the medically vulnerable. Once

ways in which it mirrors many concepts

THE SAD FACT IS THAT

again, the prospect of medical cleansing

propounded by bioethicists and euthanasia

NOT EVERY WRONG

healthcare and the practice of clinical

advocates today. Binding and Hoche

casts a dark shadow over the ethics of

believed that some lives are so degraded

IDEA OR WICKED

medicine. But to the opponents of these

that they constitute “life not worthy of

PUBLIC POLICY IS

and sanctity of human life. Yes, when

life.” Who were these unfortunates?

policies, I say: Yes, support the equality

TRACEABLE TO HITLER.

appropriate, bring up historical precedents.

wounded individuals who “have

THERE ARE MANY

is going to have any chance of resonating,

been irretrievably lost as a result

OTHER PATHS OFF THE

let your listener come to that conclusion

ETHICAL CLIFF.

to stick.

[1] Terminally ill or mortally

of illness or injury, who fully
understand their situation, possess
and have somehow expressed

or wicked public policy is traceable to

view is virtually identical to the
euthanasia and assisted suicide

The “unconscious,” who “if they ever again

policies urged upon us today.

were roused from their comatose state,

it was permissible to euthanize
“incurable idiots,” whose lives
they denigrated as “pointless” and
“valueless.” They were deemed an
economic and emotional “burden
on society and their families.”
Today’s advocates do not depict

on his own, which will make it more likely

The sad fact is that not every wrong idea

an urgent wish for release.” This

[2] Binding and Hoche believed

But leave the Nazis out of it. If that point

would waken to nameless suffering.” The
United States and other Western nations
already allow terminating such individuals
by withholding tube-supplied sustenance—
as vividly exposed in the legal and cultural
conflagration over the court-ordered
dehydration death of Terri Schiavo.
More explicit eugenics advocacy of the

Hitler. There are many other paths off the
ethical cliff.
[Wesley J. Smith is a senior fellow at the
Discovery Institute’s Center on Human
Exceptionalism and a consultant to the Patients
Rights Council. His most recent book is Culture
of Death: The Age of ‘Do Harm’ Medicine. This
article was originally published January 19, 2018,
on First Things and is re-printed here with the
kind permission of the author.]
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Help support Life Legal at no cost to
you with Real Estate for Life program.
(877) 543–3871

info@RealEstateforLife.org

CALL TO ACTION

Buying or selling a home or property?

• Please consider making a tax-deductible contribution today. Life Legal
provides trained and committed legal representation in life and death cases
across the country. Your generosity saves lives! lldf.org/donate
• Please contact your U.S. Senator to support legislation defunding
Planned Parenthood!
• Wanted: Attorneys to assist with forced death and denial of care cases.
We also need doctors willing to serve as expert witnesses. Please call
Life Legal for more information: (707) 224-6675

